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Bird Talk
BIRD TALK
READING IS FUN
Question 1:
Name the two birds in the poem.
Answer:
Robin and Jay.
Question 2:
What are the three things that people can't do?
Answer:
People can’t grow feathers.
People can’t eat beetles.
People can’t grow wings.
Question 3:
What do birds think of people?
Answer:
Birds think that people are funny as they are so different from birds.
TALK TIME
Question 1:
Imagine what two elephants would say to each other about people. Let them talk about
– what people look like
– what they eat
– how they walk
Answer:
Here is what the elephants would say to each other about people:
- Look at them, they are so small
- See they eat so less
- Look they walk on two tiny legs
Question 2:
Let’s find two things which you can do and the birds can’t do. Tell the class.
Answer:
I can study, birds can’t.
I can have thoughts, birds can’t.
TEAM TIME
Question 1:
Let's make finger puppets.
Answer:
The student has to follow instructions given in the question.
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LET’S WRITE
Question 1:
Listen to the sounds of the birds. Make a list of these words.
Answer:
Koo-koo-koo
kook-doo-koo
Question 2:
Now write four sentences on birds using the followings words.
Nest, water, chirp, fly, sky, wings
Answer:
Nest- Birds live in the nest.
Water- Birds drink water when they are thirsty.
Chirp- They loudly chirp in the morning.
Fly- Birds fly above the houses and roads.
Sky- Birds fly in the sky.
Wings- Birds have wings to fly to wherever they want.
Question 3:
Write words that rhyme with the words given below.
day, think, funny, eat, sing
Answer:
Day – bay – ray
Think – pink – link
Funny – sunny – bunny
Eat – neat – seat
Sing – cling – thing
SAY ALOUD
Question 1:
think
thin
three
Answer:
The student has to do as directed.

this
that
though

ten
top
tank

